ABSTRACT
This is a position paper that questions the current culture of "consent" in social media. This question stems from the recent surge of problematic non-consensual images and videos spreading online including social media, such as creepshots and deepfakes. I first provide an overview of the increase in non-consensual images/videos in social media, as well as social media’s current approaches to overcome them. Considering the current approaches’ limitations of being post hoc, this paper suggests the need to explore and rethink about the platforms’ designs regarding consent.
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MOTIVATION: PROBLEMATIC NON-CONSENSUAL IMAGES/VIDEOS IN SOCIAL MEDIA

Problematic non-consensual images and videos, especially of females, are increasing in social media platforms. Here I define problematic non-consensual images/videos as those that are uploaded online without the consent of the person in the picture and contain sensitive information of the person such as nudity. In this paper the term is used broadly enough to encompass creepshots, deepfakes, and images/videos posted during/after sexual assaults.

**Creepshots** Creepshots are known as images of women, taken without their consent. They are typically taken in public and close-up and revealing [3]. It is well known that Tumblr has many groups where people share creepshots [3]. Recently Tumblr announced the ban of "adult content, including explicit sexual content and nudity (with some exceptions)" [1]. Reddit had a popular subreddit called "r/Creepshots" which was later banned after much controversy in 2012 [1]. Regardless of the recent bans, it is alarmingly easy to upload creepshots online due to devices like mini spy cameras [17].

**Deepfakes** Deepfakes are artifacts of combining existing images/videos onto source images/videos using a machine learning technique called generative adversarial network (GAN) [14]. It is theoretically possible for deepfakes to be consensual if it involves subjects that know and agree on their faces being swapped. However, at least now many deepfakes seem non-consensual, mostly targeted towards creating altered porn. They are also dangerous because they easily manipulate reality and beliefs, as well as skew information [5]. Reddit had a subreddit called "r/deepfakes" which was the main hub for sharing deepfakes related to involuntary porn and had over 90,000 subscribers. The subreddit was later banned in 2018 [12].

**Photo/video posted during/after sexual assaults** The situation gets worse when the platforms are used to distribute such images/videos during or after a sexual assault [10]. Instagram was used in a case of sexual assault with the offender posting a photo of the victim [8].

IMPACT ON VICTIMS’ LIVES

The impact of the images and videos are tremendous on the lives of the victims. Although there is not yet a paper that comprehensively shows the physical or psychological state of creepshots’ victims, some of them have been reported to be afraid of being blamed and being looked upon as "cheap", not even opening up to their close ones about the experience [2, 17]. Victims have reported they feel they have no control over themselves after seeing the images and videos. There have been multiple cases where the victims committed suicides when the photos/videos are related to sexual assaults [4, 9].

CURRENT APPROACHES IN SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORMS

There are various fields that are relevant to solving this problem of non-consensual images/videos, such as law and education. For instance, it is clear that we need education to foster a culture where
people are aware that such acts are indeed harmful to others [10]. We also need to enforce law that prevent people from posting such images/videos [16]. In this paper however, I focus on the current approaches within social media platforms which are all post hoc. In the next section I suggest a way that is not post hoc as it aims to prevent such postings in the long run.

**Banning Subcommunities** One approach that the social platforms are using is banning the subcommunities where such postings are frequent. For instance, Reddit banned “r/deepfakes”, a subreddit where AI-powered porn using celebrities’ faces were rampant [12]. Reddit also has previously banned “r/Creepshots” [13]. One question is whether these bans would work in the long term since the banned sub-communities’ active users may have moved to other platforms.

**Deploying Machine Learning Models** Another main technique is using machine learning models which many platforms including Tumblr and Facebook use [6, 15]. However, machine learning models are currently imperfect in cases such as when having to differentiate porn and nudity for art and politics [7].

**Using Human Workers** On the other hand, social platforms also hire human workers that go through images/videos and delete them manually. These workers are put into labor that require hours and hours of looking at psychologically damaging content [11].

**RETHINKING ABOUT CONSENT IN SOCIAL MEDIA**

As we have seen in the previous section, current approaches are post hoc and each has its own limitation. Suggesting a different direction, I would like to explore whether there is a way to redesign social platforms’ features so that they can nudge people to rethink about non-consensual images/videos in the long run. That is, I argue that a more broader question should be asked about the overall culture of consent in social media, not just focusing on immediate post hoc steps such as banning subcommunities. For instance in Facebook, it is very easy to tag a person on a photo in the default settings (without asking him/her). A user has to actually change one’s settings in order to prevent others from tagging oneself. If such designs were different in a way that asks the user about other people’s consent, would people have thought about consent in social media any differently?

I am not arguing that this problem of non-consensual images/videos can be merely solved through redesign of social platforms. Since technology itself is not the only reason for such images/videos to be posted or shared, this problem requires a mix of various fields including law, politics, education, and technology in order for it to be solved. However, I believe there is a role for HCI and CSCW by exploring whether social platforms’ design can be improved in a way to nudge people to rethink about posting non-consensual images/videos. As Powell has written, “some of the additional harm of the Werribee DVD might have been prevented if young people were engaged as proactive and ethical bystanders” [10].
FUTURE STEPS
This project is currently in a preliminary stage and I would like to receive feedback from fellow researchers that have approached sensitive topics. My expertise is in system-building and therefore would like to focus on coming up with insights on how to design and build social platforms in a way where the idea of consent is deeply embedded.
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